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A one-dimensional analytical model has been proposed for the average quasi-static snow creep pressure parallel to a slope at
the centre of a long rigid structure. The model includes forces due to interruption of creep (internal deformation) and glide
(slip of the snow cover over the ground). In reality, the problem is two-dimensional. By a series of two-dimensional finite
element calculations, an empirical analytical correction has been found to improve the model. This yields a simple analytical
model that provides results within 6% or less of the more complex two-dimensional problem.
Keywords: snow mechanics, creep, glide, snow pressure, snow-pack, finite element.

Un modtle analytique uni-dimensionnel a Ctt propost pour le calcul de la pression quasi-statique moyenne exercCe par un
couvert de neige en fluage parallBle a une pente sur une structure rigide longue. Ce modble inclu les forces dues a I'intermption du
fluage (dtfomation interne) et au glissement (glissement du couvert de neige sur le terrain). En rCalitC le probEme est
bi-dimensionnel. Par une sCrie de calculs en ClCments finis a deux dimensions, une correction analytique empirique a CtC trouvCe
6%iou moins pres a
pour arnkliorer le modMe. Ceci conduit a un modtle analytique simple qui donhe des rtsultats, semblables ?
ceux du problBme bi-dimensionnel plus complexe.
Mots-clks: mCcanique des neiges, fluage, glissement, pression de neige, banc de neige, tltments finis.
[Traduit par la revue]
Can. Geotech. 1. 21, 191-193 (1984)

Background
Haefeli (Bader et a1. 1939) provided the first
formulation of the plane-strain snow pressure problem;
it consists of calculation of the average pressure due to
interruption of creep and glide processes at the centre of
a long avalanche defence structure on a snow-covered
slope. His model was later extended (Haefeli 1948), and
although it was not derived from continuum mechanics,
it constitutes essentially a one-dimensional treatment of
the two-dimensional problem.
McClung (1982) gave a continuum mechanical
one-dimensional model of the plane-strain problem,
assuming the snow to deform as a linear, Newtonian
viscous fluid with neglect of the static fluid pressure
term. This model was shown by comparison with
two-dimensional finite element results to be a more

accurate predictor for the linear problem than Haefeli's
formulation. The continuum model has a tendency to
underestimate the pressures at low slope angles (near
25") in comparison with finite element results. This was
attributed to the two-dimensional character of the
problem and an ad hoc empirical correction was
proposed to improve the model prediction. Subsequent
study with a more comprehensive set of finite element
calculations has provided a much improved set of
equations to replace the ad hoc empirical correction.

One-dimensional continuum model
The one-dimensional model for the average pressure,
15(more precisely u is the average value of the maximum
principal stress), across the face of a long rigid structure
perpendicular to a snow-covered slope is given by
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McClung (1982) as:
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where v is the viscous analog of Poisson's ratio, is the
slope angle, p is depth-averaged snow density, g is
acceleration due to gravity, and H is snow depth
measured perpendicular to the ground surface. The
parameter D is the stagnation depth for glide (McClung
1981) and L is a length scale derived from a creep
stiffness equation. For the one-dimensional model, it
was proposed that L / H = 112.
Plane-strain finite element calculations presented by
McClung (1982) showed that [l] is not completely
accurate, particularly at slope angles near 25". In reality
L / H is a function of v and +. The representation

for

+ 5 45" was proposed.

Proposed empirical correction and comparison with
other predictions
By performing a comprehensive set of plane-strain
finite element calculations (e.g. McClung 1982) for slope
angles in the range of interest for avalanche defense structures (25-55") it has been found that an accurate representation for L / H is given by:
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FIG.1. The ratio 6/PgHversus v for 4 = 25' and D / H= 0.0.
shown because in this case it is almost identical to the
model with empirical corrections.
A number of other examples have been studied in addition to those presented in Figs. 1-3 and the maximum
deviation of [ l ] and [2] from the two-dimensional finite
element calculations found so far is 6%for parameters in
the range 0 5 v 5 0.4,O 5 D / H 5 3, and 25" 5 5 55".
These are the ranges of parameters of interest for the
prediction of pressures at the centre of avalanche
defence structures. It is felt, therefore, that the model
+ 2 1 - v cos provides
prediction of creep pressures for the problem in
which snow is modeled as a linear material with an
Figure 1 shows a comparison of 6 l p g H as a function
accuracy better than the measurement accuracy of
of v from fmite element results with the one-dimensional
existing field measurements of the pressures (McClung
model with empirical corrections ([I] and [2]) and
et al. 1984).
Haefeli's eq. 131 for $ = 25" and D / H = 0.0. Also
Of further interest, the finite element results show that
shown in Fig. I is the one-dimensiod m d e l without
the zone of influence of the structure, termed by Haefeli
empirical cormtion for which L / N = 1/2 in [I]. Figure 2
the backpressure zone length, is given accurately by:
displays a similar comparison for = 55" and D/H = 0.0.
Figure 3 depicts the ratio 6 l p g H as a function of D / H
for $ = 45" and v = 0.25. In this figure the onedimensional model without empirical correction is not

Equation [2] when used with [l] constitutes the proposed
model.
For comparison, Haefeli's (1948) formulation of this
problem is given by McClung (1982) in the present notation:
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range predicted by the linear model extended for time
dependence, which provides support for its use in
engineering calculations. These measurements will be
reported in detail,in a future publication (McClung et al.
1984).
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FIG.2. The ratio 6 / f i g H versus v for JI = 55"and D / H = 0.0.
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